A – Inventory

of Existing Conditions

Introduction.
The Ketchikan International Airport (KTN) is in southeastern Alaska on Gravina Island, approximately one
mile west of Ketchikan, Alaska. The Airport provides a safe operating environment for all classes of
aircraft, including small general aviation aircraft, floatplanes, corporate business jets, and commercial
service passenger aircraft and is an important asset for the region and the Ketchikan Borough. The
Airport's relative location within the region is illustrated in Figure A1 and Figure A2.
The Airport, including its aviation-related businesses and facilities, represents a significant regional
economic asset. Additionally, the Airport also provides benefits for local businesses and industries,
promotes tourism, and encourages further business development and expansion throughout the
surrounding area.
The last significant planning process for Ketchikan International Airport was an Airport Master Plan
completed in 2003. Although the 2003 Airport Master Plan Update covered many topics including:
airport access, new airport facilities, an apron expansion and completion of the parallel taxiway, this
Terminal Area Plan focuses specifically upon the expansion of the passenger terminal building for KTN.
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The Inventory chapter presents the basic elements of the Airport’s terminal area. These elements
include the physical layout of buildings, aprons, and other on-airport infrastructure. Subsequent
chapters detail the Airport’s updated forecasts of aviation activity, the ability of terminal area and
terminal building facilities to meet these needs and recommendations for future development.

Ketchikan International Airport Ownership and Operation
Ketchikan International Airport is owned by the State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities (DOT&PF). In the State of Alaska, most airports are owned by the State. What is unique about
KTN is that the Airport is operated by the Ketchikan Gateway Borough (KGB); not the state and is
currently under a lease agreement that will expire in 2027. As part of the terms of the lease, the KGB is
required to operate and maintain the Airport as well as perform any maintenance or repairs to the
airport landing areas.

Commercial Air Service
Currently, the Airport serves as the primary commercial service airport for the region and is served by
five airlines providing commercial air service to 13 destinations during the peak summer travel period.
Those airlines and destinations are listed in Table A1.
TABLE A1: Commercial Air Service Destinations

Alaska Airlines
Service Locations

Anchorage,
Juneau,
Petersburg, Sitka
and Wrangell, AK
and Seattle, WA

Delta Air
Lines/Delta
Connection

Island Air
Express

Misty Fjords Air

Seattle, WA

Klawock, AK

Prince Rupert,
Canada

Source: Ketchikan International Airport
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Terminal Area Facilities Inventory
Facilities information was gathered from the 2003 Airport Master Plan Update, but information was also
gathered through recent on-site observations, interviews and a review of historical airport records.
Specific terminal area elements include the physical layout of buildings, runways, taxiways, aprons, and
ground access facilities. This chapter also provides detailed discussions on the terminal building
functionality and its support facilities, as well as a detailed inventory of access facilities and services. The
terminal area inventory elements are also illustrated in Figure A3.

Aprons
An airport apron, commonly referred to informally as a ‘ramp’, is an area that facilitates the parking,
loading or unloading, refueling, or boarding processes of aircraft. The apron acts primarily as a
connection mechanism between the airfield and landside areas of the Airport. Multiple aprons may
exist at an airport, with many differing depending upon their primary use or type of aircraft serviced. At
KTN, the Commercial Service (CS) aircraft parking apron is adjacent to the passenger terminal building
and the cargo hangar (Hangar 1). Although the CS apron has direct terminal access, passengers at some
gates must walk along a roped path on the apron to board aircraft. This places pedestrian crossings
directly in the path of cargo aircraft being loaded and unloaded during peak times of the day. The
General Aviation (GA) Upper Ramp acts as the main aircraft parking apron for GA activity, and is located
next to the CS apron. Parking for larger corporate jets or turboprops is common along the section
adjacent to Taxiway A, while the apron’s access point near the Airport Service Road includes three large
GA hangars. A Lower Ramp for GA services is connected to the Upper Ramp via Taxiway B. The Lower
GA Ramp is used largely for parking and contains tie-downs for smaller aircraft. Each of the aprons run
parallel to Runway 11/29 and Taxiway A. Direct runway access via Taxiway A can be achieved from the
CS apron and Upper GA Ramp.

Passenger Terminal Building
The passenger terminal building at Ketchikan International Airport was opened in 1973 consists of just
over 30,000 square feet of space on floors 1 and 2. The terminal is located at the approximate midpoint
of Runway 11/29. The two main levels of the terminal contain the major terminal operations. The tower
extends to an additional three stories. Arriving passengers enter and exit the terminal building on the
ground level through either the north or south vestibules. Airline counters, rental car counters,
restrooms and baggage claim are located on the ground level. The second level consists of TSA security
screening, passenger departure lounges, boarding gates, the restaurant and bar, and a gift shop. The
third, fourth, and fifth levels consist largely of airport authority offices, other administrative spaces and
storage. A detailed evaluation of the passenger terminal building and support facility functionality is
discussed later in this chapter.

Airport Ferry
Given that Gravina Island has no existing access road or bridge, the Airport currently operates a ferry
system that transports passengers from the City of Ketchikan to Ketchikan International Airport, which
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are located on Revillagigedo and Gravina Island respectively. The Airport Ferry runs every 30 minutes
and docks in Ferry Berth 1, the only existing berthing location. Two ferries are operated: M.V. Ken
Eichner II and M.V. Oral Freeman. The Ketchikan Gateway Borough is planning the construction of a
second ferry berth on both sides of the Tongass Narrows to safeguard against a ferry system failure at
one berthing location and ensure airport access during such failure.

Automobile Parking
There is public parking for the terminal along the Airport Service Road. Public parking may also be found
on the opposite side of the Tongass Narrows, west of downtown Ketchikan. Two rental car facilities are
located west of the terminal building. Parking afforded to the rent-a-car (RAC) businesses consists of
both a rental car storage lot and a rental car ready and return (R/R) lot. The entire automobile parking
area was repaved and expanded in 2014. The parking area provides for 108 standard parking spaces, 8
handicap parking spaces, 9 rental car ready and return parking spaces as well as 36 rental car storage
spaces. The parking areas are accessed exclusively via the Airport Ferry and via Airport Terminal Way, a
two-way road that extends from the Airport Ferry to the terminal. This same access road is also the exit
from the parking area. Airport Terminal Way eventually merges into the Airport Service Road which
passes under the runway via a tunnel and then connects to the Gravina Island Highway.

Other Buildings
Additional buildings located within Ketchikan International Airport property include: Alaska Airlines
maintenance facility, three large general aviation hangers (Hangars 2, 3 and 4), Alaska Airlines cargo
hangar (Hangar 1), the Airport Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) building, the Snow Removal Equipment
(SRE) building, and the biomass boiler building. The Airport’s one FBO service provider, Aero Services
occupies office space located adjacent to Hangar 1 and the TSA occupies the office space on the second
floor in Hangar 1 due to the lack of sufficient office space within the terminal building.

Ferry Storage Dock
Located southeast of the terminal building and east of the Airport Service Road is a storage dock for the
Airport Ferry. The backup ferry, when not in use, is stored here. Also during the hours the Airport is
closed, both the M.V. Ken Eichner II and M.V. Oral Freeman are stored here.

Transient Floatplane Dock and Floatplane Pullout
Located almost directly north of the terminal building is a Transient Floatplane Dock consisting of
approximately 25,000 square feet. The dock is accessed via a pedestrian walkaway.
Located west of the Floatplane Dock is a Floatplane Pullout Ramp used for moving floatplanes to and
from the Narrows waterway. Many of the Ketchikan area floatplane pilots utilize aircraft maintenance
services at the Airport. The floatplanes must be transported to and from the Airport via the ramp.
Floatplanes that use the ramp are typically pulled out of the water and pass behind the commercial
service aircraft to reach the aircraft maintenance hangars.
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Existing Terminal Building – Functional Issues
In June of 2019 the consultant team met with airport staff, airlines, rental car companies and the
Transportation Security Administration (FSA) to discuss the functioning of the terminal, the utilization of
everyone’s individual spaces in the terminal and what works and does not work. Observations were also
made of the airline check-in processes, the security screening checkpoint and the holdroom/departure
lounge during peak summertime flights.
The passenger terminal building at the Airport was originally constructed in 1973. The structure
consists of two primary levels with additional levels in a tower structure on floors three through five.
These tower floors consist of airport administration offices, FAA offices and the FAA Flight Services
Station, which provides services to pilots and controls traffic in a manner similar to an Airport Traffic
Control Tower. The first floor (ground floor) contains passenger check-in and baggage claim, airline
operations and checked baggage make-up, rental car counters and a small waiting area for ground
boarding. Checked baggage make-up is defined as airline areas and TSA area for loading and screening
checked baggage. The second floor includes non-secure passenger waiting areas and concessions, the
Security Screening Checkpoint (SSCP), holdrooms/departure lounges for two gates, concessions, and TSA
offices. Vertical circulation between the first and second floors is provided via an elevator and a
stairway. The gross square footage area of the terminal is approximately 30,600 square feet however,
over 4,000 of that square footage is located in the tower floors 3 through 5. On the two levels
accessible to the public, floors 1 and 2, there is approximately 26,600 square feet of space. The
following sections summarize the results of the meetings and terminal observations with emphasis on
the functional issues the terminal experiences during peak summer months.

Terminal Renovations/Construction
The Terminal at KTN opened in 1973. In 2003, the terminal underwent a major renovation. This
included upgrading baggage claim by replacing the baggage carousel, the addition of two new ticket
counters, moving the concessions to the second floor to expand the first floor holdroom, the
reconfiguration of the terminal entries, renovation and expansion of the restrooms, adding an elevator,
the addition of Rental Car counters and offices, and upgrading interior finishes. In 2009, interior
modifications to the Fire Flight Service were undertaken on the fourth and fifth floor of the tower. In
2012, the TSA screening area was added to the second floor and in 2015, some minor interior upgrades
that impacted the north airline ticketing counter area were completed. Finally, in 2019, the Airport
completed a roof renovation and interior terminal building remodel.

Passenger Wayfinding and Signage
The terminal has a relatively simple, open plan and - in theory - wayfinding should be simple. However,
as the airlines and rental car companies noted, passengers often have trouble locating the stairway to
the SSCP. The first floor, when crowed, provides no recognizable circulation lane. Although there is a
sign directing departing passengers to security via the stairway, the stairs are not a prominent feature
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that can be easily seen and recognized. The queue for the RAC counters, when a line is formed, blocks
the visual access to the stairs from the southern ticketing counters.
For arriving passengers, there are signs near the SSCP exit to the stairs leading to baggage claim. But as
on the first floor, there is no recognizable circulation path. This exit is also not a secure exiting path and
a TSA agent must man the door. The wayfinding from the bottom of the stairway to baggage claim is
very straight forward as the passengers can see baggage claim as they move down the stairs. Once
passengers claim their checked bags, they then exit the terminal using the north or south vestibules
which often has conflicting circulation with arriving passengers from the ferry or from the return lot for
the rental cars and traffic from the floatplane dock.
Because departing passengers tend to enter the terminal through both vestibules at the north and south
ends of the terminal, they may have trouble locating check-in counters as two airlines (Alaska Airlines
and Island Air) are located near the south vestibule and Delta Airlines is located near the north vestibule.
There is no signage on the exterior of the entrance that would indicate the best entrance for a particular
airline.
In reviewing the signage, there is a non-uniformity to the size and color of signs. Some signs carry more
visual weight than others and tend to overwhelm the eye making the less impactful signs less
recognizable. The location of the vestibules and the airlines check-in counters are illustrated in Figure 4.

Passenger Check-In, Airline Operations and Baggage Handling
As mentioned previously, two check-in counters (ATO counters) are located in a single row near the
south vestibule and two check-in counters (ATO counters) are located in a single row near the north
vestibule. The passenger circulation and queuing area is inadequate and ticket counter queueing often
fills the circulation space and even flows out the vestibule doors at times during peak summer activity.
Island Air and Alaska Airlines occupy the counters at the south end of the terminal. This works well as
the two airlines often share connecting passengers. Furthermore, Island Air Express primarily uses Gate
A1, the walkout gate, located on the first floor at the south end of the terminal adjacent to the Island Air
ticket counters. However, this also means that a portion of Island Air’s ticket counter queueing area also
serves as a holdroom for passengers. The Airport has installed some seating in this area for Island Air
passengers waiting to depart, but it is not adequate and congest the queuing area.
The number of self-service check-in units (kiosks) is limited at present. Delta has two kiosks and Alaska
has six kiosks. Delta’s are located to the west of their ticket counter with four Alaska’s kiosks near the
northern most check-in queue and two adjacent to the Alaska southernmost ATO counters. The trend in
the industry is to have more self-service kiosks, even at smaller airports such as Ketchikan International
Airport. The implementation of kiosks at a specific airport by each airline is highly variable depending on
the needs and requirements of the specific carriers. Additional kiosks for Alaska or other airlines would
be beneficial but would also require new power and communications access depending on the location
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of the kiosks. The locations of these kiosks need to have their own area that does not congest queuing
and circulation.
The lobby for the ATO counters and kiosks is very shallow. It was observed that many passengers use
carts to carry their luggage and fish boxes to the ticketing counter check in. This increases the space that
passengers require in the queuing, thus lengthening the queue and creating greater density in the lobby.
This density impedes passenger circulation through the lobby. This lobby density also results in
frequent, unintended opening of the automatic doors in the vestibule. These doors often remain open
which makes it difficult to maintain comfortable temperatures in the lobby, particularly during the
winter and summer months. Temperature complaints are often received by the Airport from both
tenants and passenger.
As noted, in order to meet TSA requirements for checked baggage screening, the Airport has allocated a
significant portion of the first floor for this activity and has screened this area with temporary walls. The
TSA currently operates one CT-80 machine but may add a second machine in the near future. The
location of the screening area impedes on the baggage claim area and also restricts ticket counter
expansion.

The terminal is configured with four individual operational/ATO area. At the time of the Study’s
inventory, the usage of the three modules was as follows:
 ATO #1 – Island Air Express with two counter positions.
 ATO #2- Alaska Airlines with six counter positions.
 ATO #3 – Delta Airlines with two counter positions.

ATO #1 has its own baggage belt that runs to the back of house. Island Air passenger baggage does not
require screening. For ATO #2, the baggage belt runs south behind Alaska’s counters and directly to the
TSA screening area. At ATO #3 and #4, no baggage belts to TSA screening exists. This is a problem for
ATO #3 as Delta Airlines must use a hand cart to transport checked baggage across the terminal to the
TSA screening area. This does create a cross circulation issue as the Delta baggage cart competes with
passenger circulation.
Each of the ATO modules has a different configuration of offices for ATO support, operations and break
areas. The presence of personnel lockers and other types of storage in the baggage make-up area
indicates that the operations area is undersized for current airline operations.
The area located outside of the ATO modules is used for GSE storage and occasionally overflow baggage
make-up. Alaska Airlines also has a maintenance building located immediately northwest of the
terminal. Lighting in this area was recently improved but has been an issue in the past.
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Passenger Security Screening
The security screening checkpoint (SSCP) is located on the second floor immediately south of the
elevator and at the top of the stairwell. The SSCP is only one lane with precheck allowed with a hand
card. The SSCP queueing area is inadequate and the queue often backs up in front of the elevator and
down the stairs. There is a second-floor concession window for use by employees and non-secure
passengers, this window also is blocked when the queue for security extends into this service area. The
layout of the checkpoint and number of turns passengers must make, significantly reduces the efficiency
and the processing rates of the SSCP. Passengers leaving flights must pass through the security queue if
it is of any length. Expansion of the SSCP footprint is limited by the restrooms to the south, the hold
room to the west and the exit corridor from the holdroom to the south. It was noted that passengers
queueing at the SSCP would also benefit from tables to place carry-on baggage to allow for removing
liquids and checking items prior to entering the SSCP.

Passenger Gates and Holdrooms
There are two primary gates on the second floor, Gates B1 and C1. Gate B1 is a walkout gate located at
the southwest corner of the terminal adjacent to a stairwell. This means that Alaska Airlines and Delta
Airlines passengers with carry-on luggage carry this luggage up a stairwell and again down a stairwell to
board a flight. Gate C1 includes a walkway that is owned by the Airport and also includes the only
passenger boarding bridge at KTN. The airlines would prefer at least two passenger additional boarding
bridges at KTN and potentially three for times when flights are delayed or the Airport experiences
irregular operations.
The departure lounges for the two second floor gates have large, comfortable beam seating units.
However, the number of usable seats is limited during peak times. As a result, the holdroom areas can
be crowded when multiple departures are operating, even though the total area should be adequate for
these aircraft. The configurations of the holdroom is also constrained by the location of the gift shop to
the south and the restaurant/lounge area to the north. Because of the number and location of the beam
seating, north-south circulation is primarily through these seats.

Concessions
As mentioned previously, there are two main concession locations in the terminal. A gift shop located at
the south end of the second floor and the restaurant/lounge area located at the north end of the
second-floor space. The restaurant also operates a pass-through window to the nonsecure slide of the
second-floor space where employees and non-secure passengers can order food by use of a phone.
The gift shop space is considered adequate, but the restaurant/lounge concession space and support
spaces are very limited and undersized. The food/beverage support is primarily in the adjacent kitchen
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and prep areas. The concession deliveries to the terminal also have to come into the space through the
unsecure side of the terminal and pass through the SSCP during times that the checkpoint is not busy.

Baggage Claim
The baggage claim area at KTN is located between the checked baggage screening area and the ATO #3
and #4 areas and includes one flat plate T-shaped device. This size is adequate for one aircraft
deplanement, but when there are delays or overlapping flights during the peak periods, delays occur.
The area has limited space for passengers waiting for baggage and when multiple flights overlap,
baggage claim becomes congested and impacts terminal circulation and queueing. When these events
happen or when an Island Air arrival overlaps with an Alaska Air arrival, the device does not provide
adequate baggage claim support.
The input (exterior) side of the claim area also has functional issues. A limited portion of the claim unit
has weather protection and ramp congestion in front of the claim unit is an issue. When multiple
arrivals occur, only one flight can unload its’ baggage carts at a time and delays baggage claim.

Rental Cars
There are two rental car (RAC) companies operating at the Airport. Alaska Car Rental and Budget have
individual counters and offices. The location of the counters are visible to passengers when first entering
the terminal building but the queuing space for the RAC counters often extends into the path of
circulation, disrupting the flow of passenger movement to the baggage claim and the check in counters.
The RAC ready car and return (R/R) lot is conveniently located adjacent to the terminal and separate
from the public parking area. A detailed layout of the terminal building floor plans, with notes related to
functionality, are presented in the following illustrations, TERMINAL EXISTING 1ST FLOOR and TERMINAL
EXISTING 2ND FLOOR.
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Table A2 includes information about each of the gates at KTN. In airport terminal planning, gates are
typically defined by the largest Airport Design Group (ADG) of aircraft they can accommodate. Most
regional jet and narrow body aircraft fall into ADG II or III, depending on wingspan. A small number of
narrow body aircraft fall into ADG IV; however, this group primarily includes larger wide body aircraft.
ADG II aircraft have maximum wingspans of 79 feet, ADG III aircraft have maximum wingspans of 118
feet and ADG IV aircraft have a maximum wingspan of 171 feet.
Gates A1 and B1 are walk out gates in which passengers must walk on to the apron to board their
departing/arriving aircraft. Gate C1 is primarily used by Alaska Airlines and includes a tunnel attached to
a passenger loading bridge, therefore passengers would not have to walk out on the apron. Gate C1 is
primarily designed for commercial aircrafts or ADG III aircraft.
TABLE A2: KTN GATES INVENTORY

Island Air

Passenger
Boarding Bridge
No

Cessna Caravan

Airport Design
Group (ADG)
II

B1

Alaska/Delta

No

B737-800/E-175

III

C1

Alaska

Yes

B737-800

III

Existing Gate

Primary Airline

A1

Design Aircraft

Source: Ketchikan International Airport

Inventory of Existing Conditions Summary
The goal of this chapter is to provide general background information pertaining to the terminal area
and terminal building at Ketchikan International airport. The Inventory of Existing Conditions chapter is
vital from the standpoint that the information contained int eh chapter will be used as a reference in the
analysis and design process, which is required to prepare the terminal area’s future development plan.
The next step in the terminal planning process is to formulate forecasts for the quantity and type of
future aviation activity expected to occur at the Airport during the forthcoming twenty-year planning
period.
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